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This paper proves the assertion “local + stable adjointness = adjointness”’ by first 
describing all three functor properties involved kr ternns of the existsnoe cf initial or rigid 
least objects in certaizj comma categories, and then @ing a criterion for a rigid Ieast ob- 
ject to be initial. Here, rigid means having only ant) endomorphism and least having a map 
into every object. 
I -- _ AMS Subj. Class.: 18A.25, 1 RI 
I . Ajoint functor omma category ’ 
I iwally adjoint functor i ial object 
/L-__L_____- --_ 
stably adlomt functor 
-.I 
This note presents a prioof of [ 3, Theorem 3.33 which differs from the 
one suggested there in that it involves more ma :hin!ery, but, in return, 
seems, more elegant and transparent. Our argu~rrents arc based (38 the use 
of suitable comma ca tegclries. 
In the following, A t B, . . . wilt be objects, .arrd jf; g, . . . maps of the cat+ 
goriesA, B, . . . under discussion. I ‘or easy reference, we follow (albeit 
somewhat rehxtantly’) the language of [ 3;’ reg::lrding adjoilrtne!;s and its 
variants. 
?Xecal! that, for a fumctor F : A -+ B and an object B E B, the corr,m:i 
categow (B 4 F) (see [2]) has as objects the paus (h, A), A E A.’ md 
h : B + FA in 49, and a:; maps, .Gth domain (k, A) and codomlLln (s, 0, 
the u : A + C such that the triangle 
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commutes. Likewise, for any object A in a category A, the comma cate- 
gory (A 4 A ]I has as objects the maps k : B + A and as maps, with domain 
h:B+Aandcodomaing:C-4 -4, the mays u : B + C such that gu = ka. 
In particuIar, then, for a functor F : A --) 3, objects A E A and B E B, 
andamaph :B -+ FA, the objects of the categorv ((8 $ F) 4 (h, A)) are 




U J u 
(h, Al 
in (B 4 F). In terms of the category B, (*) is expressed by the commuting 
diagrams 
FA A 
Now, F and A determine the functor [F 4 A ] : (A 4 A > + (B 4 FA), and 
since h is an object of (B 4 FA), one also has the! category (h 4 [F 4 A I). 
Straightforward checking then reveals that the latter is actually isomor- 
phic to ((B i F) 4 (h, A)), the point being that in either category the 
maps amount to diagrams ($1) in U and A. 
Our first step is now to express the functor properties under consider- 
ation in terms of comma categories. For the original definitions regarding 
(LLA) and (SLA) below see [3]. In the following, an object C in a cate- 
gory C is called rigid ifi’ its endomorphism onoid is trivial, and least iff 
there exists a map C + A for each A E C. Note that rigid least objects, as 
far as they exist, are uniqu;! up to (possibly non-unique!) isomorphism, 
and any initial object is a rigid least object - though not conversely, 
which is just the point here. 
Lemma I. FOP any functor F : A -+ B: 
(LA) F is left adg’wmtable iif ach (B 4 F) bus an initial object. 
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Proof. (LA) occurs hn [ 2 ] and is .a straight reformulation of this criterion 
for adjointness in term?; of universal maps (= arrows) discussed there; 
(SLA) results in ;,,laEogous fashion. (LLA) can also be checked directly, 
but a slightly different argument is implicit in [ 11: F is locally left ad- 
junctable iff all assxiatcc! functors [F J- A ] : (A 4 A) + (B 4 FA) have 
left adjoints, which means all (h II [F 4 A 1) hcve initial objects. Since 
((B 4 F) of (h, A )) z (h $ [F 4 A 1) for all A and h : 8 -+ FA , this proves 
the assertion. 0
Next we need a way G recognizing initial objects. 
Proof. fxrearly, an initial object in C provides one f$ * each (C 4 A). Con- 
versely, if C is rigid and least, and h : C + A any m; 3, let u : j3 + A be a 
least object in (C 4 A ), ,I’ : B + C such that u = !~f w iclh exists’ in virtue 
of this, and g : C + B smze C is least. Then & =: 1 c Ly rigidity, 4and hence 
h = ug. Now u and g did not hiepend CM h; thus h is unique, and therefore 
C is initial. 01 
After these preparations, the desired result is an easy consequence. 
Proposition. A functor F : A -+ B is left adjunctable ij,,‘it is locally and 
stably left adjunct@ble. 
Prosf. For the rlon-trivia1 part (e)7 apply Lemma 2 to C =: (S 4 A?, for 
using LP,IllllliS 1. 
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